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PREFACE

The dramatic development of electronics favours continuous prog
ress and improvement of knowledge in the field of materials science
applied to thin films used in electronics.

The range of materials

used is constantly increasing, their quality is improving, new
methods emerge for the fabrication of film-type semiconductor
structures and for the investigation of their properties, and new
types of functional devices employing these structures are pro
duced,

Many researchers in solid-state physics and chemistry,

crystal and film growth, semiconductor physics and solid-state
electronics are working on the problems of thin films materials
science and its application in industry.

Numerous papers and com

munications reporting on results and progress in this field are
published in many journals (sometimes in special issues) and in
proceedings of conferences.

There is therefore a need periodically

for reviews and monographs on promising scientific and engineering
trends in thin films and thin-film materials science.
The present book comprises two parts.

The first part discusses

the physical characteristics of the processes that occur during the
deposition and growth of films, including those on the substrate
surface, the principal methods of obtaining semiconductor films and
of preparing substrate surfaces on which crystalline films are
grown, and the main applications of films.

Methods are presented

for the theoretical description of film growth on the basis of sta
tistical-probability and kinetic techniques and the simulation pro
cedure.
The second part of the work gives new data on epitaxial inter
faces and on ways of reducing transition regions in films and filmtype devices, on the processes of crystallization and recrystallization of amorphous films, and on thermodynamic conditions, mechan
isms and kinetic parameters of accelerated crystallization.

The

potentialities of methods of simulation of growth and doping of
semiconductor films and the application of multi-layer film struc
tures for light sources are shown.
The book is designed for physicists, chemists, and engineers
specializing in crystal and film growth, semiconductor electronics,
and various applications of thin films.

I shall be grateful to

vi
readers for any comments they may wish to make; these will be care
fully considered and taken into account during the preparation of
the Russian edition.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to Drs. R.V. Bochkova,
A.S. Ivantsev, B.I. Kidyarov, A.N. Koganr I.P. Kalinkin, R.N.

Lov-

yagin, A.I. Lyutovichf L.A. Mitlina, L.N. Safronov, Yu.G. Sidorov,
and F.L. Edelman for creative cooperation and assistance in carry
ing out the investigations during a period of many years, and to
Profs. A.V. Rzhanov, L.S. Smirnov, and A.F. Kravchenko for valuable
discussions of some sections of the book and assistance in its
writing.

I am also grateful to Mrs. L.A. Makeyeva for help with

the preparation of the manuscript and to Miss I.F. Taratorkina for
help in translating the manuscript into English.

Finally, I am in

debted to Prof. L. Holland, who has taken the trouble to read the
English draft and suggest textual revisions.
L. ALEKSANDROV
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Chapter 1
PRODUCTION OF SEMICONDUCTOR FILMS

Over the two last decades thin film physics has become an inde
pendent subject in science.

The number of publications in this

field now exceeds 20000 (ref. 1). The area of research is rapidly
extending owing to both a wide use of thin films in technology and
fundamental studies in physics, chemistry and electronics, and to
the development of new effective chemical (gas-transport reactions)
and physical (plasma-ion sputtering, molecular beams in vacuum)
methods of thin film production.
Much attention is paid to studies of films of solids: metals,
semiconductors, dielectrics, in which properties connected with a
zone structure are combined with film peculiarities.

Use of the

term "film" usually means a three-dimensional structure with one
geometrical parameter (thickness) that is much less than the other
two.

Films in the thickness interval 0.01-1 ym are generally

called "thin" and those from 1 to 100 ym "thick" (ref. 2 ) . How
ever, a physical measure of film "thinness" is the length of opera
tion of various characteristic parameters, e.g. a Debye screening
length r D , dislocation spacings, free path length of charge carri
ers X s .

The thinner the film, the more its properties are deter

mined by its surface.

Therefore, with a variation of thickness

within the limits comparable with typical parameters, the film
properties change and the observation of size effects indicates the
influence of thickness on the properties.

The most important re

quirements of the growth processes for obtaining semiconductor
films are that they provide a film of uniform thickness in a wide
interval of doping, and stability with time.
1.1

Growth and Structure of Epitaxial Semiconductor Films

Among a wide range of crystal growth problems, epitaxial growth
of crystals and films deserves special attention to enable one to
obtain single-crystalline films of semiconductors, ferroelectrics,
and other materials at oriented crystallization on single-crystalsubstrates. The properties of crystals and films necessary for mi
croelectronics, opto- and acoustoelectronics are obtained more op
timally on single-crystalline structures, except for some special
cases. On the other hand, the homoepitaxial film growth is real-

2
ized many times in all processes of crystal growth, which are a
totality of layers grown in succession.
The general concept of the processes of epitaxial (oriented)
film crystallization has recently been advanced considerably be
cause much experimental information has been obtained.

However, a

quantitative description of the kinetics of epitaxy and film struc
ture formation and of the effects of epitaxial conditions on the
film parameters is not always possible even for simple cases such
as condensation of single materials in high vacuum.

Of great im

portance is the initial stage of epitaxy, at which both film and
transition layers are formed.

The problem of reducing the transi

tion region is part of a more general problem, i.e., the need to
obtain homogeneous films in depth.

The solution of this problem

requires a complete elucidation of the mechanisms of epitaxial film
growth.

Some progress in obtaining semiconductor films, including

superlattices with a periodic structure of several monoatomic lay
ers of the GaAl-GaAs type, has been achieved by computer-controlled
molecular beam epitaxy in vacuum.

In this system, continuous con

trol of the film properties and the corresponding necessary changes
to the film growth and deposition conditions are made by a computer
(ref. 3).

However, formation of vacancies, stacking faults, inclu

sions, and dislocations are difficult to control.

The conventional

methods of epitaxial film deposition differ from each other in
their formation processes, which depend on a non-equilibrium va
pour, liquid, or solid phase whose transition into an equilibrium
state on the oriented single crystal surface leads to film forma
tion.
There are three principal methods to describe thin film growth.
The first is the thermodynamic method, which evaluates the system
deviation from the equilibrium state and considers nucleation and
growth as quasiequilibrium processes.

The atomistic method uses

the molecular-kinetic concept of the interaction between atoms ad
sorbed on the substrate and between the adatoms and the substrate.
The kinetic method considers the lifetime conditions of atoms on
the substrate and describes successive states of adatom clusters of
different sizes with a set of linear differential coupling equa
tions.
Thermodynamic and kinetic parameters of epitaxial growth
The thermodynamic description of film growth is the most well
established and consistent description.

The main thermodynamic

parameters of deposition are temperature and pressures (concentra-

